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Queen Sylvia Rules Over Homecoming

Queen Sylvia, the Homecoming Queen at the Montana School of Mines, is a Freshman enrolled in the geology course.

High Graders Pick Safe

The School of Mines Museum was robbed of $5,000 of valuable Northwest nuggets late Sunday night. The safe containing the precious metal was "pooled open," apparently by the work of a professional robber.

Don Bray Receives AIME Scholarship

Mines student Donald Bray travelled to Billings on October 31 to receive the $300 scholarship that is offered by the Billings section of AIME, to petroleum majors at MSM.

Wells Hold Convention

On October 27 and 28 the Associated Students of the Montana School of Mines held a formal convention.

Mike and Marge Millard, Sylvia White, Carol Dunstan, Paulette Kankelborg, Carol Dunstan, Sylvia White, Carol Griffith, Marge Millard.

In Greatest Game Of The Season

What words could describe the play of the Miners against Carroll? Although it ended in a 6-4 tie, the game could be termed as the greatest game for the Miners in the past decade. Such adjectives as marvelous, tremendous, outstanding, or excellent would not describe the out-of-this-world play by the Miners. It was a great team effort with outstanding performances being given by Ray Kotow, who was the bulwark of the Mine attack, and George Severs, who was unplaceable as defender and carrier. Rudy Wachtler made runs that helped open the ground attack. The game was played on a snow-covered field in 20-degree weather which hindered both sides from scoring.

The first quarter saw the Miners get in past the Saints 30-yard line only to fumble and lose control of the ball. The game progressed with a see-saw battle developing to a tied situation. Wachtler made a kick from his own 30 that rolled dead on the Saints' 25. The Saints began to move, picked up first downs as they went. They were then forced into a fourth and ten situations. Evans rolled back and threw a long desperation pass that went long but incomplete. With that play, time ran out.

The game did not wind up in anyone's won or loss columns, but the Miners gained the respect from the game in the form of a morale booster. Prior to the game, the Saints were third offensively, and 17th defensively in small college ratings. Therefore, this game could be termed the greatest upset in small college circles. It was quite the ideal Homecoming game with the game being one of the most exciting in recent history.

For the historians reading this article, MSM hasn't won a game since 1953 when they beat Western 19-12.

Give Me Room, Lotza Room!

Sigma Rho Has Pledge Banquet

Sigma Rho fraternity held a banquet for prospective pledges at the 41st Cafe on October 26. The speaker for the evening was Dr. G. L. Groff, head of the Ground Water Department of the Bureau of Mines. Dr. Groff's topic was "Know the Score."

The speech was concerned with policies in general and more specifically concerned with the awakening of the University to the present world situations. The ideas expressed could be compared to that of the Harry Goldwater type of Conservatism. Dave Cadwell, arch, introduced the speaker.

A meeting was held on October 26, in the fraternity lounge. Plans were discussed for a bayride in the near future. Kurt Toegal and Mike Keegan were appointed to make the arrangements.

Preparations are also being made up of fraternity members interested in playing basketball and volleyball.

COMING EVENTS

November 18 Thanksgiving Day—Freshman Class
November 22 Thanksgiving Recess Begins
November 27 Thanksgiving Recess Ends

Queen Sylvia Rules Over Homecoming

Queen Sylvia, the Homecoming Queen at the Montana School of Mines, is a Freshman enrolled in the general course and is active in many campus organizations. The selection of the queen and four princesses was one of the outstanding features of the Homecoming celebration. The five candidates were selected by the student body, Carol Dunstan, Carol Griffith, Paulette Kankelborg, and Marjorie Millard were the princesses. The candidates were introduced at the Homecoming game which was played at Naranche Memorial Stadium on Saturday afternoon. Each of the candidates was presented with a corsage at the game.
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What words could describe the play of the Miners against Carroll? Although it ended in a 6-4 tie, the game could be termed as the greatest game for the Miners in the past decade. Such adjectives as marvelous, tremendous, outstanding, or excellent would not describe the out-of-this-world play by the Miners. It was a great team effort with outstanding performances being given by Ray Kotow, who was the bulwark of the Mine attack, and George Severs, who was unplaceable as defender and carrier. Rudy Wachtler made runs that helped open the ground attack. The game was played on a snow-covered field in 20-degree weather which hindered both sides from scoring.

The first quarter saw the Miners get in past the Saints 30-yard line only to fumble and lose control of the ball. The game progressed with a see-saw battle developing to a tied situation. Wachtler made a kick from his own 30 that rolled dead on the Saints' 25. The Saints began to move, picked up first downs as they went. They were then forced into a fourth and ten situations. Evans rolled back and threw a long desperation pass that went long but incomplete. With that play, time ran out.

The game did not wind up in anyone's won or loss columns, but the Miners gained the respect from the game in the form of a morale booster. Prior to the game, the Saints were third offensively, and 17th defensively in small college ratings. Therefore, this game could be termed the greatest upset in small college circles. It was quite the ideal Homecoming game with the game being one of the most exciting in recent history.

For the historians reading this article, MSM hasn't won a game since 1953 when they beat Western 19-12.
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Sigma Rho fraternity held a banquet for prospective pledges at the 41st Cafe on October 26. The speaker for the evening was Dr. G. L. Groff, head of the Ground Water Department of the Bureau of Mines. Dr. Groff's topic was "Know the Score."

The speech was concerned with policies in general and more specifically concerned with the awakening of the University to the present world situations. The ideas expressed could be compared to that of the Harry Goldwater type of Conservatism. Dave Cadwell, arch, introduced the speaker.

A meeting was held on October 26, in the fraternity lounge. Plans were discussed for a bayride in the near future. Kurt Toegal and Mike Keegan were appointed to make the arrangements.

Preparations are also being made up of fraternity members interested in playing basketball and volleyball.
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November 27 Thanksgiving Recess Ends
EDITORIAL

Have you noticed the sleepy looking engineering students wandering around the campus these mornings? As I understand, it is not caused by tired blood, but by poor beds! An adequate night’s sleep is very necessary for an alert mind, and it seems that the beds in the dorm preclude a good night’s sleep. It wouldn’t be so bad if the beds only sagged from head to toe but they also sag sideways. Last year some of the students were forced to put their mattresses on the floor, since they found it more comfortable than the beds.

Perhaps this is one of the reasons for some of the instances of intoxication that have been found on our campus. We hear that when one is loaded, he can sleep and eat better. We also hear that some students have expressed personal acquaintance with minority groups is more effective in combating prejudice than education. To minority groups who rightfully resent prejudice and discrimination, this may suggest that whatever they do to emphasize their own separateness and cohesiveness will discourage personal acquaintance with nonmembers — acquaintanceship that could be a more effective ally in the battle against bias.

LITTLE MAN ON Campus

"I’'d just your imagination now how could that deep ting look into your second story window?"

Harvest Festival Slated Nov. 19

The Freshman Class officers have been busy over the past two weeks trying to formulate plans for the forthcoming freshman dance, to be held in the Copper Lounge, November 18. The theme of the dance is “Harvest Festival,” and festive holiday and harvest decorations are planned.

The dance will be semi-formal and dancing will be from nine to twelve. Among the party making facilities will be furnished the music.

The following committees were appointed:

Publicity — Curt Peterson, chairman; Stan Studier, Carol Grif- fith, Brenda Brophy, Curt Peterson, Ed Simonich, Jerry Leveque, Carol Dunstan, Rob Lind.

Decorations — Curt Peterson, Paullette Kangelbom, Robby Harrington, Jerry Leveque, Stud Studier, Dennis Hiserman, Sue White, Bill McLaughlin, Rob Lind, Pat Sampson, Eugenia Andrade, Marjorie Millard, Sue Bezemer, Moe O’Brien, Pat Boom, Jean Becker, Brenda Brophy, Janice Marlowe, Veasne Burns, Dave Santers, Mary Kaye Gole.

Members of the Freshman Class are urged to help in any of the committees and may do so by contacting one of the class officers: Curt Peterson, Robby Harrington, or Carol Dunstan.

Prejudice Dies Hard

Guest Editorial

Prejudice is the target of preaching, teaching and considerable law. But it continues to flourish even among those who consider themselves devout, well educated, law abiding and fair.

After a 10 year study, a Rutgers professor has concluded that formal education does little to alter prejudices against racial and religious minorities. The well educated may not express their prejudices so openly and crudely as the poorly educated do, but are just as bigoted, apparently.

Formal education does seem to have somewhat more effect in softening prejudices in those of lower economic classes than in those more fortunately situated. The researcher guesses that this is because formal education has more sharply changed the lives of those from poor beginnings. This might also explain the lesser degree of prejudice found among students and daughters of foreign born parents.

There is a notable interesting finding in the Rutgers project. Personal acquaintance with minority groups is more effective in combating prejudice than education.

To minority groups who rightfully resent prejudice and discrimination, this may suggest that whatever they do to emphasize their own separateness and cohesiveness will discourage personal acquaintance with nonmembers — acquaintanceship that could be a more effective ally in the battle against bias.

Newman Plans 'Dry Mass'

Starting November 13, 1961, and lasting three sessions, the MSM Newman Club will have a demonstration mass for the benefit of non-Catholics and Catholics who do not attend Mass by request. These sessions are held every Monday in the Newman Center for the benefit of non-Catholics and Catholics who do not attend Mass by request. These sessions are held every Monday in the Newman Center.

At a regular meeting on October 30, Mary Kay Cole was elected to the position of secretary for the Newman Club. A list of the members was based on the following:


Members of the Freshman Class are urged to help in any of the committees and may do so by contacting one of the class officers: Curt Peterson, Robby Harrington, or Carol Dunstan.

Glee Club Plans Tentative

The MSM Glee Club has been practicing regularly and Professor Forrestmom has invited the group to perform at various functions. Therefore, a program is being outlined. Some numbers included in the tentative program are: “Exult in Glory,” “Holy Lord,” “You Are My Sunshine,” “Shall We Gather at the River,” and “A Carnival of Melody.”

Although the club is fairly well over its quota of members, interested in music are invited to attend the rehearsals which are held on Mondays at 3:15 and Wednesdays and Fridays at 4:15 in the Newman Center. All new members are welcome.

At the present club has about 20 members: Bill Coghlan, Shane Breen, and Don Ruska are officers and Don Kruger plays on the piano.

Billy: “Lilie, if you don’t say you’ll marry me, I’ll hang myself right in front of your house.”

Lilie: “Oh, please don’t. You know I don’t want you hanging around here.”

News from Tau

Theta Tau began another active year on the MSM campus by having a pledge dinner at Lydia’s on September 29th. Sixty members present pledged in the following:

Dr. John Levesque, Jerry Leveque, Carol Dunstan, Rob Lind.

Rumor has it that Joe Keane is供应 any quantity up to 2,000,000 barrels a day over July. There was a total of 1,213,500 barrels of natural gas was drawn from fields in Montana in August, showing a decrease of 243,233 cubic feet from the comparable month in June. Some refineries in the state processing 74,019 barrels of crude oil daily in August. This was an increase of 1,223 barrels a day over July.


900,000 Now in Engineering And Science

According to the National Science Foundation (NSF 60-42, "Sci- entific and Technical Personnel in American Industry—Report on S09 Survey") American industry must hire 900,000 engineers and scientists as of January 1960. The number is nearer 700,000.

The survey on which this estimate was based missed only the very small organizations and self-employed professionals. The actual count was 784,000, as distributed as follows: engineers, 615,000; chemists, 72,000; biologists, 18,000; earth scientists, 15,000; physicists, 10,000.

The remaining 20,000 were either in small groups or unclassified.

The authors of the report point out that the annual rate of engi- neering inflation has increased since 1959 from 4 per cent to 5 per cent.

Funds for research and development have risen 10 per cent per year during the same period. Equipment costs more than manpower, but is monetary support for research and development; stripping the kind of manpower needed to handle R&D efficiently?

The co-ed saw eye to eye with her boyfriend very well when she caught him looking through the keyhole. 
Graduate Hiring Was Best in 1961

A decided increase in the post-graduate commitments of engineering graduates of 1961 is apparent in spite of the recent economic recession, according to a report by the Engineering Manpower Commission of Engineers Joint Council, last June.

As of May, 84.4% of the engineering graduates, covered by the Manpower Commission's survey, had either secured jobs, decided on post-graduate studies, had been committed to military service, or had other definite plans. By June 15, the engineering graduates "committed" had risen to 91.8%. Those in the liberal professions will be served.

Mr. J. P. Polkerie
Mr. J. P. Polkerie
Engr. Bldg.
Room 208-B

The Rough Necker

The past week has held much activity for the seniors in Petroleum Engineering. On October 25, and October 31 Texaco, Inc. and the Humble Oil Company interviewed the seniors. Five seniors finished their interviews last Monday afternoon with five new job offers. After the fence has been installed, the "M" will have to be moved to reshape the "M". When the "M" is repositioned, the university is the high point of the campus.

Mr. J. P. Polkerie

Ilt Happened at MSM

The MSM Miners managed to score two touchdowns in a losing effort at Havre.

Mr. George Ellis Prof. Harnish Pet. Bldg.

Miners Lose To Lights, 27-14

The MSM Miners managed to score two touchdowns in a losing effort at Havre.

Mr. J. P. Polkerie

"M" to Be Lighted

At a recent meeting called by the Alumni Association, it was decided to redesign the "M" and then install spotlights around its edges.

Mr. George Ellis Prof. Harnish Pet. Bldg.

NOTE: Interviews for Cerro de Pasco Corporation will be conducted from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 8, the Navy Recruiting Team will be stationed in the Copper Lounge from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 8, the Navy Recruiting Team will be stationed in the Copper Lounge from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

The Mines Lost To Lights, 27-14

The MSM Miners managed to score two touchdowns in a losing effort at Havre.

Mr. J. P. Polkerie

"M" to Be Lighted

At a recent meeting called by the Alumni Association, it was decided to redesign the "M" and then install spotlights around its edges.

Mr. George Ellis Prof. Harnish Pet. Bldg.

NOTE: Interviews for Cerro de Pasco Corporation will be conducted from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 8, the Navy Recruiting Team will be stationed in the Copper Lounge from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Students Attend UN Meeting

On November 3 and 4, 1961, four Mines students attended the Model United Nations meeting which was held on the campus of Montana State University. The students who attended this meeting discussed the same type of problems as the real United Nations. The students met in Security Council which was carried out on the same pattern as the U. N. Security Council.

Each school which sent delegates to the convention represented a certain country, and the delegates were prepared to discuss the problems of that country. The School of Mines represented the country of Turkey.

The four Mines delegates who were chosen by the International Club to attend the convention were Janice Roberts, Raif Zacca, Arnie Gutfield, and GI Pattabhi Ramulu.

The Old Timer

“The pioneers who blazed the trails now have descendents who burn up the roads.”

Harvest Festival
Thanksgiving Dance

SATURDAY, NOV. 18
9-12
Semi Formal

Joe Knuckey's
Melody Makers

November

Nov. 4, 1947-The first observance of Will Rogers Day in Oklahoma—a legal holiday in that state—was held at Claremont, Okla., birthplace of the cowboy humorist.

Nov. 7, 1916—For the first time a woman was elected to the House of Representatives. She was Jeannette Rankin, Republican of Montana.

Nov. 11, 1918—World War I hostilities ceased at 11 a.m., following the signing of an armistice between the Allied and Central Powers in Marshal Foch's railway car in the Compiegne forest, France.

Nov. 16, 1923—The most famous vaudeville theater in America, the Palace in New York, closed its doors.

Nov. 19, 1903—Edwin Everett delivered a two-hour oration at Gettysburg, Pa. Abraham Lincoln delivering his Gettysburg Address, continued remarks to 10 sentences and two minutes.

Being a husband is like any other job—it makes it a lot easier if you learn to like your boss.

Bathing Beauty: “A girl who has a lovely profile—all the way down.”

P. O. News Stand
43 W. Park St.
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
and SUNDAYS

Records - Hi-Fi
Tresheway's MUSIC BOX
39 E. Park St.
BUTTE, MONTANA

The Fabric Shop
EVERYTHING FOR
THE WOMAN WHO SEWS
Phone 792-7800—77 West Park St.
Butte, Montana

Chuck Richards
Reno Rachelle
Spier's Men's Store
DRESS RIGHT!
When You LOOK Your Best
You DO Your Best
17 N. MAIN—BUTTE, MONT.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

MSU Carter Stages One-Man Parade

Paul A. Carter, associate professor of history at Montana State University, staged a one-man U. N. Day parade.

Taking a homemade U. N. flag, he paraded down University Avenue, down Higgins to the ND Theater, then turned off and passed the courthouse and city hall, and back up Higgins.

"I did it not only because I thought there should be some representation," Professor Carter said, "but also to commemorate the late Dag Hammarskjold, a thoroughgoing among mongrels when he was alive."

"Anything that's good enough for Eisenhower," he went on, "and good enough for Kennedy—but not good enough for Nutter—is still good enough for me."

Nurse: "I'm calling off the engagement."

MEM student: "But your boyfriend just gave you a diamond engagement ring."

Nurse: "Yeah—and did you read the inscription on the band? 'In case of fire, break glass'."

Nursing a terrific hangover the penitent husband approached his wife at the breakfast table and said, "I suppose you are angry with me because I came home last night with a black eye?"

"Maybe you've forgotten," she replied, "but when you came home last night you didn't have a black eye."

"Perhaps," he said, "I haven't owned a black eye in 50 years."

"That's only because you've had a black eye in the middle of a sentence," and Dan Trbovich.

"You're wrong," said the husband, "it's been a black eye in the middle of my sentences."

"And," the wife accused, "you've written them in the middle of sentences."

"—And," the husband corrected, "you've written them in the middle of sentences."

"—And," the wife repeated, "you've written them in the middle of sentences."

"—And," the husband sighed, "I've been wrong about you in the middle of sentences."

Defeated, the husband turned to the wife and said, "In a word, dear—love me!"

"I don't love you," she replied, "but when you came home last night you did have a black eye."

"That's right," he said, "I wish every man had a black eye when he came home last night."

"And," she added, "I wish every man had a black eye when he came home last night."

"But," he said, "your black eye was on the middle of a sentence."

"That's right," she said, "and your black eye was on the middle of a sentence."

Distant Horizons

Challenges of the modern age are becoming more and more fascinating as the horizons become more and more distant.

To meet these challenges industry requires greater skills and MORE education.

The Anaconda Company, looking to the future of America and the metals industry, sponsors scholarships at Montana School of Mines as part of its aid to education program.

Tid-Bits

Around Campus

By Ann Slanders
(Young U. R. N.)

If Miss Marcia McVeigh would tell us about the ANTS, we will then try to find out what happened to Frank Barker's eye on the 21st day of October, and why she is grounded for one month.

Michael Hines took care of the girls at the Homecoming Dance. How many dresses did you shred and what did you wear? And we must commend the floor waxers, or the floor was exceptionally slick, wasn't it Walter Nelles and Patty Bagn? Patty's record for falling is three.

Anyone wishing to attend the Superbowl-Burns knockdown which is the final Big Ten game, can purchase tickets by writing the editor of this paper.

Happy birthday, Jerry Blake; we are glad you like pickles, but don't eat them in the bathtub, please.

As a thought, why don't the Greeks organize an intramural volleyball team and challenge the boys to a game?

By the way, how was the trip to Idaho Falls, all of you metalurgical engineers? We hear the entertainment was quite unique.

The last trip of the football team was to Idaho Falls, all of you metalurgical engineers? We hear the entertainment was quite unique.
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